The use of weakest-precondition predicate transformers in the derivation of sequential, process-control software is discussed. Only one extension to Dijkstra's calculus for deriving ordinary sequential programs was found to be necessary: function-valued auxiliary variables. These auxiliary variables are needed for reasoning about states of a physical process that exist during program transitions.
Introduction
For the past few years, we have been exploring the use of assertional reasoning in the construction of process-control software. Our intent was to employ an existing method, perhaps with a few extensions, and systematically derive process-control programs from specifications. Use of an existing method had both a scientific and a pragmatic motivation. The scientific motivation was based on our expectation that the difficulties we encountered by using an extant method would provide insights into what distinguishes process-control programs fromordinarysequential andconcurrent programs. Thepragmatic motivationwasthatextending a well understood method was likely to be easier than developing a new one.
Our investigations
have been slructured as a series of experiments. Each experiment is based on a simple process-conLrol problem that (we feel) epitomizes some aspect of process-control programming. We st&ned with the simplest prncess-control problem imaginable--a sequential controlprogram running on a single, fault-free processor. By reading sensors and writing to actuators, this program controls an on-going physical process.
Solving such a problem requires reasoning about control-program execution times, something that has long been considered an integral pan of processcontrol programming.
We are well aware, however, that any conclusions from this experiment would have to be regarded as tentative. By considering a sequential control-program, problems arising due to resoun:e contention are avoided; and by assuming a fault-free processor, complications associated with implementing fault-tolerance are being ignored.
Simplifying
assumptions not withstanding, our first experiment did lead to some insights about the use of assertional reasoning in writing process-control programs. These insights are the subject of this paper. In section 2, we describe extensions to Dijkstra's weakest-precondition calculus [2] [3] that we found necessary for deriving sequential process-control programs. Section 3 illustrates the use of these extensions and the calculus by giving an example derivation of a control program. Conclusions appear in section 4.
Using Weakest Preconditions with Physical Processes
Process-control problems are often specified in terms of restrictions on permissible states of some physical system. By setting actuators to manipulate the process being controlled, a control program ensures that none of these proscribed states is ever entered. The actions of the control program are, therefore, closely linked to the state of the physical process being controlled. Consequently, when deriving a comml program, it is necessary to reason about both the program state and the state of the physical process being controlled.
Assenional methods for derivir_g programs are based on manipulating logical formulae, called assertions, that characterize sets of program states.
One way to employ assertional methods in the design of a process-control program is to augment the program state space so that it includes information about the state of the physical process being controlled. Doing so, however, requires extending the roles used to reason about program execution, as follows.
(I)
While a program statement is executed, changes occur to the state of the physical process being controlled. Rules characterizing the effects of program execution must be modified to reflect these other state changes.
(2) Statements whose execution involves interaction with semors and/or actuators must be axiomatized as rules relating states before, during, and after execution.
The remainder of this section discusses these extemiom.
Reality Variables
The state space of physical system is usually defined by a collection of state components, each of which is indexed by some independent (physical) parameters. For example, the state of a railroad train at a time T can be characterized by its position X(T), its speed V(T), and its acceleration A (7").
Note that the choice of time as the independent parameter is arbitrary. If its velocity is always greater than 0, then a train at position X could equally well be described by time T(X), speed V(X), and acceleration A(X'). As physicists learned long ago, quantities that are convenient for the task at hand should be selected as the independent parameters. In order to define and manipulate expressions involving functionvalued program variables, like reality variables, it will be convenient to have some notation. Fofiowing [2] , given a function f with domain dora(f), the function expression
isdefinedto be a functionwhose domain isdora(/')u D and whose value at any pointa isg(a) ifa _ D andf(a) otherwise.As a notational convenience, we define:
And, in specifying domains, we use the notation/ow., high to denote the set {a I low <a ,:high }.
1In the sequel, we use upper-case identifiers to denote (physical) state components and the corresponding lower-case identifier to denote the reality variables that model these.
Preserving the Fiction: Updating Reality Variables
The state of a physicalsystem ischanged by a physical process.Typicafiy, the changes can be characterized by a set of equations relating the current values of various state components to their recent values. We cannot expect a physical process m update the reality variables being used in modeling the state of a physical system. And, since the weakest-precondition calculus is based on the presumption that all changes to the truth of an assertion are the result of program execution, we have no choice but to regard the program itself as performing updates to reality variables. Program statements can compute these updates by using the equations that characterize the way the physical state components change.
Consider some physical state c_mponent Q(P) being modeled by a
reality variable q(p), and suppose that as long as no actuator changes during some interval from P to P +8, changes to Q axe characterized by the following continuous equation.
Let (S)s denote a statement whose execution coincides with a change of 8 by parameter P. Then, execution of (S)$ is equivalent to executing S and, as To illustratethe useof wp((S)s, ._) in an actual process-control programming problem, suppose we are iaterested in controlling the speed of a railroad train. Define reality variable v(x) to be the speed of the train when it is at a given position x. From Newton's Laws of Motion, we know that if the train does not accelerate during an interval of 5 seconds, then reality variable v can be characterized by the following equation:
Thus, according to our definition for wp((S)s, R), we have the following weakest precondition characterization for a statement (S)s that takes duration 5 seconds and is executed while a train is not accelerating. 
Interacting with a Physical Process
To have broad applicability, a method for reasoning about prrw.csscontrol programs must not restrict the types of sensors and actuators that it can handle. Rules for reasoning about sensors and actuators can be derived modeling interactions with sensors and actuators by statements that read and update reality variables, and then
(2) using the rules provided for reasoning about ordinary statements to derive rule.s for reasoning about these models.
As long as reality variables correctly model the physical process, the resulting rules will be sound and can be used to reason about how a control program interacts with the process it controls.
To illustrate how sensors and actuators are modeled, we return to railroad control. Consider an actuator go(t) and a sensor await(c). Executing go(t) causes the train to accelerate/decelerate with some maximum constant acceleration ACC (say) until target speed t is reached; execution terminates only when the train reaches its target speed, await(c), if invoked while the train is not accelerating, delays execution of a program until the train is at location c. 2
Define Vlen(u, t) to be the distance that a train travels while it is accelerating from a speed u to target speed t:.
Vlen(u, t) = I(u2-t2)/(2*ACC)l by (I) 2If go(t) is the only actuator that can cause accelea'ation, then the condition that await(c) is never executed while the train is accelerating is equivalent to stipulating that a train is conm3Ued by a single sequential lXOgram.
4-
Define Vat(u. t. x) to be the speed of a train after having traveled x meters.
O<x<Vlen(u. t). from the point at which it started accelerating from speed u to t:
The effect of executing go(t) can be modeled as an update to reality variables
x and v. The value of x is increased by Vlen(v(x) , t) and the domain of v is extended to include x. x+Vlen(v(x), t):
This multiple-assignment statement model provides a basis for calculating wp(go(t), R): x_c^O<v(x)^R_'," 0': tlz,.c: ,_))
An Example
Other than the extensions mentioned above, the methodology of [21 and
[3] for deriving ordinary sequential programs can be used, unchanged, for deriving sequential process-control programs. In this section, we illustrate that methodology with a simple railroad-control problem.
Railroad tracks are typically partitioned into segments, called blocks. Each block i, has an associated starting location bi and ending location bi+l, where bi<bi+l, and a range of permissible speeds mni .. taxi, where O_rnni <taxi. Desired is a program to control the speed of a point train 3 so that it travels from bo to b,, maintaining safe speeds along the way. Use go(t) and await(c), as defined above, for interactions between a single sequential control program and the train.
First, we formalize the problem.
The train has made a safe passage from location a to b provided the following holds.
The first conjunct of Sale(a, b) asserts that the train has actually traveled from a to b, and the second conjunct asserts that the train's speed satisfied the restrictions associated with each block it occupied.
Using Safe (a, b), we can specify the above railroad control problem in terms of weakest preconditions:
(3.1)
xfbo^v--(; bo:vo)_wp(S, Sale(bo, bn)^x=b,)
This formula constrains S to be a program that terminates with the train at location b,, after having traveled at safe speeds to get there, provided S is started with the train at location bo traveling with speed Vo.4
A First Try
Having formalized the specification for a correct control program S, we now proceed with the derivation. The universal quantifier in conjunct
Safe (bo, b,,) of the result assertion is a tip-off that S should be structured as a loop. Thus, we employ a standard hueristic from [2]---replacing a constant by a variable--and derive a loop invariant from the result assertion. Replacing n in the result assertion by a new program variable h (for "here") we get:
!: Sale(bo, bh)^xffibh^O<h_n
Since I^h =n implies result assertion Sale(bo, b,_)^x=b,,, we conclude that the loop guard must be h._n (or something that implies h an) and conjecture that S has the following structure:
3Assuming a point train is not fundamental. It merely simplifies some of the derivation that follows. By using a configuration space wansformafion [4], the control problem for a length L train can be transformed to a control problem for a point train on a Wack with additional blocks.
4If the conjunct xfb,_ is omitted from the result asscz'tion, then it would be permissible for control program S to terminate long after the tram had lmued point b,.
We have deemed such behavior unacceptable and so our specification prohibits it. 
Assumption ASI. mno s v o <mxo
In retrospect, this requirement should not be surprising.
It is worth noting, however, that this implicit assumption was exposed simply by adhering to a rigorous calculus in deriving the program. Including this assumption in the program we have developedso fat, we get: , (Safe(a. c) -(Sctfe(a. b)^Safe(b, c) )),,
Safe(bo, bh) A Safe(bh, bh+l)^x=bh+l^O<h+lgn
Since I^h an holds at the start of $2, we know that *,.he first and last con-We must, therefore, juncts of wp(h :=h+l,I) hold before $2 executes. arrange for the remaining conjuncts to hold. We must therefore employ additional statements to transform the state from one satisfying !^h _n to one satisfying (3.5). The final conjunct of (3.5) can be established by executing go(x), where _ is any speed that is safe and is attainable by accelerating from v(b_). That is, x must satisfy:
Safe(bh, bh+l)
(3.6) max(mn_, mns+_ )<x<min(mxh, taxi+t)
Vlen(v(bh),x)<bh+_-bh
Nothingstated thus far implies that it should be possible to accelerate from any safe v(bh) to a safe v(bh+i) in at most a distance of bh+t-bh, and so without making further assumptions about speed constraints, our control problem is unsolvable. We have uncovered another hidden assumption required to control a train: Assumption AS2. (Vi, s: 0<i <n^max(toni-t, mni) ,_s<min(mxi_l, taxi): _s" : max(mnl, nmi÷l)<s" Smin(mxi, taXi+l):
Vlen(s, sD<b_.l--bD))
Henceforth, we assume thatspeed constraints forblocksdo satisfy AS2. (It is not difficult to prove thatany control problem forwhich thereis a safe path from b 0 to b, can always be reformulated as one with more restrictive minimum and maximum speedssatisfying AS2.)
A targetspeed x satisfying (3.6)can now be computed as follows. First, due to thedefinition of Vlen(u,t),thesetof attainable speedss---both safeand unsafeBstarting from position bh ischaracterized by:
X/v(bh)2-2*ACC *(bh+l-bh)
< s S _v(bh)l + 2*ACC*(bh+l-bh)
Second, the set of safe speeds s for location bh+i is given by:
The intersection of these sets, therefore, is the set of safe and attainable speeds; the maximum of this intersection is the greatest safe speed--aime is money for a railroad.
x = min(_lv(bh)2+2*ACC*(bh+t-bh), mxh, mxh+|)
Using this value of x for the target speed ensures that the final conjunct of (3.5) will hold. As the final stepof thederivatior,, we deletereferences to reality variablesfrom program statements.Recall, reality variables areauxiliary and, therefore, may notaffect program execution.The only reference to a reality variable from withinstatements intheprogram above istheexpression v(bs).
We can maintainthisvalue in a program variablevelby strengthening the loop invariantand adding assignmentsaftereach go statement.Making thesechanges results in thefollowingcontrol program; itsolvestherailroad control problem. Then, rather than allowing the final conjunct to drive the derivation (as it did above), we concentrate on the penultimate conjunct.
S: {x=bo
The loop body that morerealistic setting. The predicate logic details become a bit messier as do the constants, but nothing about the structure of the derivation or resulting programs changes.
Reality variables are history variables--they encode in the current program state information about past system states. Using history variables for reasoning about programs is usually a bad idea, because it introduces distinctions that should be irrelevant.
The current state---not bow it was computed--should be of concem when reasoning about what a program will do next. In reasoning about process-control systems, however, one has no choice but to employ history variables of some sort. This is because the past instants for which the state of a physical process is defined is a su'ict superset of the past instants for which the state of a control program is defined. A program implements a discrete transition system, while a physical process is likely to implement a continuous transition system.
History variables allow
us to reason about all of the behavior of the physical process, including those states that exist while the program state is in transition, hence undefined.
